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Motoped Survivor Bike

Graystone Defense, LLC - A discreet and private partner to your defense needs, questions and support.
Motoped Survivor Bike

Special Forces or Infantry & Engineers w/water crossing modules

Graystone Defense, LLC - A discreet and private partner to your defense needs, questions and support.
Motoped Survivor Bike

Building the modules into rafts

Graystone Defense, LLC - A discreet and private partner to your defense needs, questions and support.
Motoped Survivor Bike

Rafting across the water
Motoped Survivor Bike

Connecting the rafts to make a ribbon bridge
Motoped Survivor Bike
SF/IN/EN w/water crossing modules
Building the modules into rafts

Rafting across the water
Connecting the rafts for bridging

Graystone Defense, LLC - A discreet and private partner to your defense needs, questions and support.
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